
Thanks to Arvento Treyki Auto, you can track the 
location of your vehicle by connecting it to your 
mobile phone, be alerted if it is moved out of 
your control, and get an actual and retrospective 
report of the driving behaviors of yourself and 
your beloved ones.
By using the Treyki Auto device and the interconnected 
Treyki mobile app, which are easily plugged into 
your car’s OBD socket you can get a trip history of 
your vehicle, visualize any sudden acceleration and 
deceleration or bring up any speed violation data 
changing the driving habits of yourself and your 
beloved ones by assigning them a ‘Driver Safety Score’.

UPGRADE YOUR CAR
WITH ARVENTO TREYKI AUTO
AND STAY CONNECTED
TO YOUR CAR AND BELOVED ONES 

www.arvento.com

Smarter and Safer Journeys with Arvento Treyki Auto
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LET’S GET A CLOSER LOOK

* This feature is not usable in inaccessible areas such as closed garages or closed parking lots.

You will no longer get concerned when you leave your car to the valet. Treyki Auto 
makes it possible for you to track your car from the moment you leave your keys to 
the valet and see where it has been parked. You can get an alert message if and when 
your car is moved out of your consent. This way, you stop getting concerned about 
your car and enjoy your dinner. 

VALET MODE

Do you often forget where you park your car? Thankfully, Treyki Auto has been 
equipped with the ‘Find My Car’ feature. With this feature, you can easily find the 
location of your car without losing time. *

FIND MY CAR

You can get a retrospective report of all the trips of your car. This enables you to 
track the trip history of your car including the date and locations of driving. 

TRIP HISTORY 

The Park Mode will ease you wherever you are. You can track your car on the 
application when you get an alert message if and when your car is moved out of your 
consent.*

PARK MODE

Do you want to restrict the driving zone of your car? Thanks to the ‘Safe Zone’ 
feature, you can identify a predefined driving zone of your car whereby you will 
get warned by an alert message if and when it is moved out of this zone. 

SAFE ZONE

Is your car driven as safe as it should be? You can get a report of the driving habits 
of yourself or your beloved ones including any information on sudden accelerations, 
right or left turns, or sudden breaks with a safe driving score assigned for these 
habits. This way, you can have a positive influence over your safe driving habits. 

DRIVER SAFETY SCORE 

You can track the health status of your car by a service mode. You will get alerted 
by a message in case of battery or engine breakdown. You can also follow 
periodic maintenance requirements. 

SERVICE ALERT

You don’t have to be worried about your car when you are away. You will get an 
alert message if your car is towed. You can track the location of your car 
instantaneously or retrospectively.*

TOWING ALERT

You can preset a speed limit on your car for the safety of your beloved ones. 
This way, you will get an alert message if and when the designated speed limit 
is exceeded.

SPEED LIMIT VIOLATION

Safety matters to us all. You will get an instantaneous alert message if and when 
you or your beloved ones face a risky situation or in the event of a collision.

COLLISION ALERT
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Discover a safer and smarter

driving experience by downloading

the Treyki Auto mobile app.



For a brand new driving experience, download the Treyki Auto app 
before activating your Treyki Auto device. Start using your system by 
following the below steps when download is complete. 

DOWNLOAD THE TREYKI AUTO APP

→ Treyki Auto device

→ Charger

→ Installation Guide

→ User Manual

WHAT’S INSIDE THE BOX?

INSTALL TREYKI AUTO IN 5 EASY STEPS

All set; you can immediately start enjoying your Treyki Auto app

Treyki Auto is a licensed trademark of Arvento Mobile Systems Inc.

Insert the SIM card into your device

Download the Arvento Treyki app

Follow the installation steps in the app

Plug the device into the OBD socket of your car

Calibrate as necessary
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